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This paper reviews our recent findings on the dynamics of transport
of baryon number in proton-induced reactions at the CERN SPS. These
are put in a more general context of the present understanding of baryon
stopping phenomena up to the LHC and cosmic ray energies. The implica-
tions of our studies, advantages to be provided by modern and high-quality
experimental data, and perspectives of new measurements are shortly dis-
cussed.
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1. Introduction

Obtaining quantitative predictions for numerous phenomena and pro-
cesses in particle and nuclear physics as well as astrophysics is not possible
without a reliable phenomenological description of momentum distributions
of baryons emitted in “soft” multiparticle processes. Achieving such a de-
scription is therefore an important problem in high-energy physics. This
problem emerged several decades ago, at the very beginning of studies of col-
lisions of high-energy cosmic rays with atomic nuclei in Earth’s atmosphere.
For the inelastic nucleon–nucleus interactions, by soft we mean processes
where transverse momenta of produced particles are of the order of a few
hundreds of MeV/c. At beam energies of hundreds of GeV, such processes
dominate the inelastic cross section. Unfortunately, perturbative chromody-
namics (pQCD) does not provide reliable predictions for soft processes. For
that reason, the construction of a reliable phenomenological model, describ-
ing the spectra of emitted baryons at beam energies from a few tens of GeV
upwards constitutes, still at the present time, a serious challenge which calls
for a unified experimental and theoretical effort.
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It should be stated that for many decades, the available experimental
data were not particularly restrictive. Consequently, they could be described
by models based on very different, and often contradictory assumptions. For
proton–proton (pp) collisions, quite a reasonable starting point was the flat
Feynman-x (xF) distribution of protons in the final state. This implied that
after colliding with another nucleon the proton lost, on the average, half of
its initial energy. However, in processes of cosmic ray proton scattering on
atmospheric nitrogen or oxygen nuclei, the proton may often interact with
two or more nucleons in the nucleus. Very popular still in the late 1970s
was a sequential description, in which the proton energy was degrading so
that every next proton–nucleon collision was occurring at a correspondingly
lower projectile energy. It should be underlined that this simple description
worked pretty well for the experimental data available at the time. This
is notwithstanding that it is contradicted by other well documented facts,
in particular by the A-dependence of “hard” processes with large transfer
of four-momentum, e.g. for lepton-pair production in the Drell–Yan process
(see, e.g., Ref. [1]). Indeed, if the projectile would loose a significant part of
its initial energy in between the collisions with subsequent nucleons, the in-
crease of corresponding cross sections with A would be much slower than ob-
served experimentally. The same conclusion can be obtained from the com-
parison of time intervals between the collisions with subsequent “wounded
nucleons” and the “formation time” required for production of fast secondary
particles in soft processes. For high enough energies of the projectile, the
size of the corresponding “formation zone” of such fast particles exceeds the
(longitudinal) size of the Lorentz-contracted nucleus [2–4]. In Ref. [5] this
idea was connected to the “bremsstrahlung analogy” by Stodolsky [6]. The
latter linked together the increase of multiplicity of produced particles with
ln s, the presence of plateau in their rapidity, and the energy loss spectrum
of the incident particle. For pA collisions [5], the bremsstrahlung analogy
predicted the plateau to be “somewhat higher” than in pp collisions, and
an increase in leading particle inelasticity. It also predicted a qualitative
although not quantitative similarity of leading particle spectra in pp and pA
collisions.

It is interesting to revisit this idea with modern experimental data [7, 8],
shown in Fig. 1. It seems evident to us that the postulated qualitative
similarity is seriously challenged by the experiment. The simplest example
of a qualitative difference is the “diffractive” proton peak at high rapidity in
pp collisions, which is completely gone in pC reactions where the projectile
proton collides with more than one nucleon. The interested Reader is also
invited to inspect the corresponding proton xF spectrum in Fig. 2 in our
Ref. [9], which is in sharp contrast with the predicted distributions in Fig. 3
of Ref. [5]. The reasons which we expect for the presence of such qualitative
differences will be addressed in Sections 4 and 5.
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Fig. 1. Rapidity distributions of net protons (p–p̄) and net neutrons (n–n̄) in pp

collisions and in pC reactions in which the projectile proton collides with more
than one target nucleon. Both reactions are taken at

√
sNN = 17.3 GeV. Both

sets of distributions have been obtained from NA49 data [7, 8], see Ref. [9] for a
detailed description. The distribution No. 1 was first presented in Ref. [7] and the
other distributions in Ref. [9]. The average number of proton–nucleon collisions in
this “multiple collision” pC sample is about 2.6 [10]. The dotted curves reflect the
neutron systematic error which is the main source of systematic uncertainty in the
data [7, 8].

It is evident from Fig. 1 that the projectile perfectly “remembers” the
number of wounded nucleons that it crosses during the collision, and that it
“responds” to it by a large increase in nuclear stopping power1. A realistic
phenomenological model has, therefore, to explain how the description of the
proton encodes the information on the number of crossed wounded nucleons,
as this information cannot be encoded by the total projectile energy as we
explained above. A simple realization of this encoding idea is the Wounded
Quark Model [12], in which the number of “wounded” quarks in the projectile
is correlated with the number of wounded nucleons in the target nucleus. The
correlation is not unambiguous, as the number of projectile wounded quarks
cannot be larger than three for protonic nor larger than two for mesonic

1 Term taken from Ref. [11], where the increase discussed in the text was seen much
earlier.
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beams. The same is valid for the more recent implementation of the same
idea which is the Wounded Constituent Model, where the wounded quarks
are being replaced by the “wounded” or “unwounded” quark and diquark
[13–15].

Another possibility is the Dual Parton Model (DPM) by Capella and
Tran Thanh Van [16], where for the case of n wounded target nucleons the
projectile proton is described by a set of 2n partons: one diquark, one valence
quark and (n− 1) pairs of sea quarks and antiquarks. In this approach, the
description of the projectile is, by definition, unambiguously connected to
the number of wounded nucleons in the target. As DPM postulates the for-
mation of 2n strings (“chains”) between partons from the projectile and these
from the wounded nucleons, the increase of central produced particle density
with n is an inherent, natural feature of this model2. It seems quite obvious
that both DPM and Wounded Quark/Wounded Constituent models should
give similar predictions for light nuclei and not too large values of n, and for
such characteristics of final-state particles for which their n-dependence is
not very strong. In the subsequent discussion, we will limit ourselves to the
DPM and similar models, because it seems to us that this class of models has
a higher potential for the description of strongly n-dependent experimental
data than the Wounded Quark or Wounded Constituent approaches. As it
was already apparent in Fig. 1, such a strong n-dependence is characteristic
of baryon transport phenomena. As we will further discuss below, the en-
richment of the phenomenological description by the addition of sea quarks
and antiquarks brings new, interesting options which can be confronted with
the experiment.

2. The puzzle of nuclear stopping power

It should be clearly underlined that longitudinal momentum conserva-
tion, implemented explicitly in the Dual Parton Model, results in softening of
diquark and consequently baryon distributions with increasing n; this issue
will be discussed in detail in Section 3. However, as it was demonstrated by
Jeżabek and Różańska in Ref. [18], the corresponding effect on the nuclear
stopping power was far smaller than what was obtained in the experimental
data-based analysis by Busza and Goldhaber [11]. The paradox consisted
in the fact that the latter result could be easily explained in the sequential
description of energy degradation in subsequent proton–nucleon collisions in
the nucleus, which was contradicted by well documented facts and arguments
based on the formation time addressed in Section 1. More realistic models

2 We note here the similarity between DPM and the parton model approach by Brodsky,
Gunion and Kühn [17], where the “wee” partons from the projectile interacted with
the “wee” partons from essentially independent target nucleons.
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like DPM predicted a much weaker softening of leading particle (baryon)
spectra in pA collisions. This paradox we will refer to as “the puzzle of
nuclear stopping power”. As we will demonstrate in this paper which sum-
marizes the implications from our recent works [9, 19, 20], this puzzle has
now been solved with the help of modern experimental data [7, 8]. As we
discuss it below, the key elements necessary for solving this puzzle are a
rigorous treatment of the role of the color quantum number, and a properly
complete description of the proton/nucleon substructure in terms of avail-
able Fock states. Sea partons appear to play an essential role in building
the nuclear stopping power. An important practical issue appears to be a
proper treatment of isospin effects in baryon stopping, the lack of which
we consider as one of the reasons why the description of this process made
below was not formulated before on the basis of earlier experimental data.

3. The Dual Parton Model versus modern experimental data

While this issue was already discussed in our three precedent works
[9, 19, 20], one should again address the importance of modern experimental
data [7, 8] for the study of baryon transport processes which we review here.
The completeness of this data lifts up several of the limitations inherent
to earlier studies of this type [11, 18, 21–25], up to a level which we find
incomparable to any other data set known to us. The mere fact that the
same experiment provides information on simultaneously proton and neu-
tron spectra is already an inestimable advantage as it frees the study from
the extremely risky necessity to use protons as a proxy for the total baryon
number, which prompts the phenomenologist to model-dependent assump-
tions that can easily appear highly erroneous with respect to reality. In fact,
we have been able to verify and falsify some of the earlier assumptions [21],
and found that baryon emission at high rapidities is characterized by strong
isospin effects which are very informative on the fate of valence partons in
the collision, see Refs. [9, 20] for more details. The general conclusion from
our studies is that the earlier data sets were not restrictive enough to make
real use of baryon number conservation neither in pp not in pA collisions,
an issue which we will further elaborate upon in Section 7.

In our analysis of the above-mentioned precise NA49 data, we demon-
strated [19] that the DPM is not able to provide a correct description for the
distribution of net baryon number for “multiple” proton–nucleon collisions3.
This is shown in Fig. 2. The failure of the model takes place in spite of the
fact that the corresponding baryon number distribution in pp collisions is
very well tuned to experimental pp data.

3 That is, pC reactions where the projectile proton collides with more than one nucleon
from the target, see Ref. [19] for more details.
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Fig. 2. Rapidity distribution of net non-strange baryons (summed net protons and
net neutrons) in pC reactions in which the projectile proton collides with more than
one target nucleon, compared to our DPM simulation described in the text. The
figure comes from Ref. [19]. The dashed curve illustrates the result of our DPM
calculation (solid line) scaled by 0.6 which gives the upper limit for the contribution
of the diquark-preserving mechanism by Capella and Tran Thanh Van to the total
net baryon spectrum.

With the diquark and quark momentum distributions postulated by the
DPM [16, 24], the above tuning consists in defining the proper fragmentation
function of the diquark–quark string (“chain”) on the basis of experimental
distributions of baryons in pp collisions; details can be found in Ref. [20].
Consequently, for multiple proton–nucleon collisions in inelastic proton scat-
tering on the atomic nucleus, for n wounded nucleons which results in the
addition of (n − 1) sea quark–antiquark pairs to the set of projectile con-
stituents, the problem reduces to the following: the original mechanism
introduced by Capella and Tran Thanh Van results in the decrease of the
diquark’s longitudinal momentum, but to a degree far smaller than what is
required in order to obtain a proper description of the data (Fig. 2). In Fig. 3,
we present the longitudinal momentum distributions of the diquark for a few
values of n. As it appears, the changes with increasing number of wounded
nucleons are not very large, in particular for n = 2 and n = 3 which built
up most of the “multiple collision” pC sample shown in Fig. 2. This implies,
as it was already noticed in Ref. [18], that the DPM predicts a much weaker
stopping of secondary baryons (the nuclear stopping power) than the naive
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sequential model with losses of energy in between the collisions, and also the
nuclear stopping power obtained from the analysis of FNAL experimental
data [11]. Quite paradoxically, this can be considered as “good” news for the
DPM as it does not describe the experimental data but, at the same time, it
is not self-contradictory as the naive sequential model. The distributions in
Fig. 3 suggest as well that the predictions from the DPM should not be very
different from predictions of the Wounded Quark or Wounded Constituent
Models. Consequently, we find it possible that the latter will have a similar
problem with the description of baryon stopping in multiple proton–nucleon
collisions.
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Fig. 3. Momentum fraction x distribution for the projectile diquark in pA collisions
for n = 1, 2, . . . , obtained assuming the original mechanism by Capella and Tran
Thanh Van as described in the text. The “multiple collision” pC sample shown in
Figs. 1 and 2 corresponds mostly to n = 2 and n = 3.

4. Strong baryon stopping

The discussion made above leads to the following question: how to ex-
plain the effect of the strong softening of the projectile (the strong nuclear
stopping power) in multiple proton–nucleon collisions, once the momentum
distributions of constituent partons cannot change during the (short) time
which the latter spends on passing through the nucleus?

The answer which we propose is the following: in the projectile hemi-
sphere (in the proton–nucleon c.m.s.), the secondary baryon is created from
the constituents of the projectile and of nucleons from the nucleus. What
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kind of system that is and which constituents belong to it depends on the
collision we are dealing with. For instance, for the baryon originating from
the fragmentation of the diquark–quark chain, Fig. 2, the momenta and
isospins (flavors) of the “ends” of this chain will depend, among others, on
the number n of wounded nucleons.

In our work [9], we proposed one well-defined realization of this idea4,
based on the assumption that the specific event type is defined by the num-
ber of color octets (gluons) exchanged between the projectile and nucleons
from the target nucleus. Consequently, in the projectile hemisphere one can
distinguish several classes of events, which differ very significantly in terms
of momenta of final-state baryons:

1. The final-state proton is created from three valence quarks from the
projectile; such secondary protons are very fast; their momentum dis-
tribution mirrors the sea quark momentum distribution. Such events
are known as “inelastic diffraction”. In Ref. [9], we demonstrated that
the exchange of the gluon between the valence quarks from one and
the quark–antiquark pair from the other proton provides a good de-
scription of the experimental proton “diffractive peak” from Ref. [7].
This situation is presented in Fig. 4.

2. The secondary nucleon (proton or neutron) originates from the frag-
mentation of the chain in which the diquark is made by two valence
quarks from the projectile; this event class corresponds to the situation
originally postulated by the DPM [16, 24].

3. The secondary nucleon originates from the fragmentation of the chain
in which the diquark is made from one valence quark and one quark
from the sea. Such a situation, which we will label as “effective diquark”
following our considerations made in Section 5, may occur in a multiple
proton–nucleon collision. Evidently, the secondary nucleons will have
lower typical momenta with respect to pt. 2. above.

4. There is no diquark in the projectile hemisphere; in such a situation
with large probability, there will be also no baryon in the projectile
hemisphere. We will label this situation as “decuplet exchange”, and a
detailed justification will be presented in Section 5.

It is to be noted that the relative contributions of the different classes
may vary as a function of the atomic mass A, or the centrality of the pA
collisions. As a result, one can obtain a strong dependence of the final-state
nucleon momentum on the number of wounded nucleons, see Fig. 2. Our

4 The Gluon Exchange Model (GEM), see Ref. [9] for more details.
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Fig. 4. (Color online) The new mechanism for emission of “diffractive” protons
through color exchange which we proposed in Ref. [9]. The proton exchanges a
color octet (gluon) with the quark–antiquark pair from the sea of the other proton.
Consequently, the untouched valence color singlet follows its path as as fast proton.
The red and blue arrows illustrate the exchange of color. This visualization comes
from Ref. [26] (source: IFJ PAN/DualColor).

quantitative model description of pp and pC reactions from the latter figure
can be found in Refs. [9] and [20], respectively. Here, we only stress that our
approach, including classes 1.–4. provides a reasonable description of the
total distribution of net non-strange baryons in the projectile hemisphere
of pC collisions. Isospin effects (differences between proton and neutron
spectra) appear surprisingly strong in the precise pC data [8] and are partially
explained by our model (see Ref. [20]). We will further address this subject
in Section 7. Notwithstanding, several remarks should be made:

— Classes 1. and 3. above could not be realized without the presence
of sea constituents. Specifically, the important class 1. is realized by
the presence of a sea quark and antiquark in a single proton–proton
collision. This points at the importance of a properly complete Fock
space available to the participating protons and nucleons or, more
generally, of the proper understanding of the partonic structure of the
proton for a reliable description of the collision process.
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— Classes 3. and 4. correspond to the disintegration of the (valence)
diquark in multiple proton–nucleon collisions. From our three works
[9, 19, 20], the latter appears as absolutely necessary in order to ex-
plain the experimental pA data. Already for the “multiple” part of pC
reactions with 〈n〉 ≈ 2.6 wounded target nucleons, Fig. 1, the lower
limit for this process varies from one third to one half depending on
the model applied. This, in turn, brings two questions:

— The existence of the diquark, that is, the issue whether the latter
is to be understood as anything more than a 3∗ color compo-
sition of two valence quarks which, therefore, could be easily
destroyed by the exchange of more than one color octet (gluon)
as we explained in Refs. [9, 19];

— The preservation of the diquark in the Wounded Constituent
model [13–15], which apparently cannot be reconciled with the
conclusions obtained in the framework of our approach.

5. Color

At this point, it is necessary to discuss the role of color algebra which, in
view of our works on Dual Parton and Gluon Exchange models [9, 19, 20, 24],
we consider at the basic origin of baryon stopping phenomena in soft colli-
sions. We underline that this discussion is in a great part a direct repetition
of that made in Ref. [19] which must be also made here for consistency.
The modifications with respect to the cited reference reflect the evolution of
our understanding, resulting from a more in-depth analysis of experimental
data [7, 8] which we later performed in Refs. [9, 20]. The present discussion
can also be regarded as a late continuation of works [27, 28], which to the best
of our knowledge were the first to explain the importance of different color
configurations for valence quarks in high-energy hadron–hadron reactions.
We note that the cited works state the “hidden” character of color in hadrons
in dual models, and argue that the inclusion of the junction line (Rossi and
Veneziano, Ref. [29]) in the quark model frame is in fact superfluous. Both
issues are of importance for the considerations made below.

5.1. Color of constituents in hadron–hadron collisions

Both DPM and GEM follow the QCD description of “hard” processes
where hadrons are described as systems of constituents (partons). The very
important difference is that the number of QCD partons is infinite while
that of constituents in DPM/GEM remains always finite. Thus e.g., in a
meson–baryon (πp) collision, the meson will be described as composed of a
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valence quark (color triplet) and valence antiquark (color antitriplet). The
baryon will be a compound of a valence diquark D and valence quark q.
As we demonstrated in Ref. [9], the inclusion of higher Fock states into the
description (the hadron being composed not only of valence but also sea
constituents) leads to a successful description of processes up to now known
as “inelastic diffraction”.

The incoming hadrons are color-neutral singlets before the collision. As
the two valence constituents of the meson are a color triplet and antitriplet,
only a color octet and color singlet can be made of them; thus the SU(3)
color algebra allows only for color singlet and color octet exchanges in meson–
baryon reactions. In Ref. [19], we still claimed it plausible that the color sin-
glet initiated diffractive processes, but this statement is at present far less
certain as in Ref. [9], we found that the latter can be obtained from color
octet exchange. Therefore, we will concentrate on the latter below. After the
exchange of one color octet between the particle 1 (meson) and 2 (baryon),
both particles are in the color octet state. Color confinement enforces the for-
mation of color singlets but these can form only by connecting constituents
from different particles. These singlets will take the form of color field tubes
(“strings” or “chains”) due to the fact that the included constituents move in
opposite directions at relativistic velocities in the collision c.m. system.

5.2. The diquark

The baryon in the collision discussed above is made of three valence
quarks. A very important item is how this fact is to be treated in the general
case of a single baryon–baryon collision. The product of three triplets will
give four irreducible representations, namely the singlet, two octets, and the
decuplet. However, the decuplet exchange is not allowed between these two
hadrons which are initially both in color singlet state. Importantly, as a
consequence, in such a collision the baryon can be taken as a compound of
only two valence constituents — the quark (q) and the diquark (D).

The above point is of very high importance for the entire understanding
of the baryon transport process. From the point of view of SU(3) color alge-
bra, the diquark appears as an inevitable consequence of the color configu-
rations available in single baryon–baryon collisions where the strong interac-
tion proceeds through color (gluon) exchange. No need appears at any point
to consider the diquark as any kind of “stable” nor “bound” state. Specifi-
cally, it may well be that the diquark “exists” only as a random configuration
of two quarks forming a color antitriplet. At the moment when the possi-
bility appears, it can disintegrate. Such a possibility will be provided by
color decuplet exchange not allowed in single baryon–baryon interactions,
but allowed in hadron–nucleus processes as it will be discussed below.
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Prior to this, it is useful to compare meson–meson and baryon–baryon
collisions. After the exchange of a gluon (color octet), both collisions will re-
sult in the formation of two color singlets of the color triplet-color antitriplet
(3–3̄) form. In both cases these singlets will take the shape of longitudinally
extended “chains” as explained above. For meson–meson collisions, each of
them will be of the quark–antiquark (q–q̄) type, while for baryon–baryon
collisions, each of the two singlets will be of the quark–diquark type5. In
our paper [19], we introduced the naming convention D–q for the diquark
belonging to the projectile and q–D to the target particle. However, what
was said above, enforced by experimental data and our analyses [9, 19, 20],
forces us to somewhat redefine the physical understanding of this convention.
Indeed, D in both chains above does not anymore appear as a “dynamical
constituent” of the proton as it was the case for the original Dual Parton
Model, but only as an “effective shortcut” for two quarks in a color antitriplet
state (valence qq, valence-sea qqs, quarks from two different nucleons, etc.).
This fact has numerous implications which we are only beginning to realize
(some of them are exemplified and discussed in Refs. [9, 20]). Here, we come
back to the Wounded Constituent Model where the latter diquark appears
to us as a fully standalone object contributing to particle production in a
way formally similar to the quark, and reiterate our intuition that the latter
model may have problems in describing the strong baryon stopping in pC
collisions just as it was the case for our original (diquark-preserving) version
of DPM as shown in Fig. 2. An independent analysis of this phenomenon by
the authors of the latter model would greatly contribute to improving the
understanding of the fate of participating quarks in the collision.

5.3. Color in collisions of protons with nuclei

Let us now turn to the pA collisions and the scattering of the proton
on more than one nucleon. We note that for the somewhat unique case of
Refs. [7, 8] such collisions can be reliably extracted from experimental data
as we did it in Refs. [9, 19], see Figs. 1 and 2. In such collisions, a color
decuplet exchange is not anymore forbidden by the rules of color algebra
which creates a qualitative difference with respect to single hadron–hadron
interactions. After this exchange, the three constituent quarks in the proton
are found in color decuplet state which is color-symmetric, and cannot be
anymore described as a quark+diquark system. Thus, there is no diquark
in the projectile hemisphere. An artistic view of this situation is presented
in Fig. 5.

5 In the above, the lowest-lying Fock state of the baryon with no contribution from the
sea is assumed.
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Fig. 5. Mechanism for disintegration of the diquark which we introduced in
Refs. [9, 19]. After the color decuplet exchange in the collision of the proton with
two nucleons in the carbon nucleus, the three valence quarks are found in a color-
symmetric state which cannot anymore be described as quark+diquark system.
This visualization comes from Ref. [26] (source: IFJ PAN/DualColor).

This situation gives an excellent example for a more general finding: for
two or more gluons exchanged between the constituents of the projectile and
wounded nucleons in the nucleus, new diagrams appear which were not avail-
able in the original DPM model (see e.g. our Ref. [9]). The color decuplet
exchange from Fig. 5 will build the event class 4. mentioned in Section 4. It
will lead to the formation of chains of the q–D type (where D is either “the
original valence diquark in a wounded target nucleon” or “a diquark made
by two quarks from two nucleons”, both descriptions having anyway only
an effective meaning as explained in Section 5.2). This issue is discussed at
length in Ref. [20]. Modulo some exotic and essentially unphysical scenar-
ios addressed therein, the most logical expectation is that such chains will
induce very long transfers of baryon number towards the nucleus (diquark)
hemisphere. Indeed, our analysis [20] suggests the presence of this diagram
as one of the sources of the strong baryon stopping observed in Fig. 2. It is
to be underlined, however, that another important contribution arises from
an “effective diquark” composed of one valence and one sea quark in the pro-
jectile. This latter contribution corresponds to event class 3. in Section 4.
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As it is described in Ref. [20], the corresponding transfers of baryon number
in rapidity are longer than the original DPM mechanism, but shorter than
these induced by color decuplet exchange.

These new contributions to baryon stopping described above are in our
view at the origin of the failure of the original DPM (and likely any similar
diquark-preserving model), as it was shown in Fig. 2. They are, in fact,
also at the origin of the old controversy between the nuclear stopping power
extracted by Busza and Goldhaber from experimental data [11] and model
simulations made by Jeżabek and Różańska [18]. Unfortunately, at the time
the experimental data were insufficient to provide a reliable understanding
of the underlying baryon stopping process, a situation which is now at last
improved with the new experimental data [7, 8] which served as basis for
our phenomenological analyses [9, 19, 20]. We believe that in this way the
puzzle of nuclear stopping power has been solved.

5.4. Collisions of antiprotons with protons and nuclei

Let us now address antiproton-induced collisions. For p̄p collisions, the
color octet exchange will result in the formation of two chains, respectively of
q̄–q and D̄–D type. The latter chain will contribute mainly to multiparticle
final states including one fast antibaryon and one fast baryon in opposite
hemispheres. Another possible channel exists with mesons only in the final
state, which contributes to antiproton annihilation at high energies. For
the p̄p case, color decuplet exchange is not forbidden by the rules of color
algebra. Thus, an exciting possibility is that this process would not be very
much suppressed with collision energy, leading to another contribution to
baryon number annihilation.

Finally, let us consider the case most interesting in our opinion, that is
the exchange of the color decuplet in the collision of the antiproton with
multiple nucleons. Following our findings discussed above, it seems difficult
not to expect the contribution from this diagram to p̄A reactions at high
energy. The resulting formation of chains of the q–q̄ type can be meant as
annihilation of the antiproton negative baryon number over many different
nucleons in the nucleus, in principle very efficient in removing the projec-
tile baryon number from the projectile hemisphere. The latter contribution
should be dependent on the size of the colliding nucleus. As the occurrence
of such a process would be very highly informative on the fate of partons in
the collision and on the correctness of our approach from Refs. [9, 19, 20],
this subject justifies in our mind new measurements of antiproton-induced
collisions as it will be discussed in Section 7.
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6. Chain fragmentation

Presently, we will address the second item of importance which, in terms
of time evolution of the collision comes after what was described in the
precedent section, namely the fragmentation of the chain into hadrons and,
most particularly, baryons in the final state. As said above, a chain is a
non-perturbative color singlet created by the exchange of color in the colli-
sion, which takes the form of a longitudinally extended color field tube. In
our studies described here, we adapted a fully phenomenological approach
and implemented the mechanism of chain fragmentation in the form of frag-
mentation and “isospin flip” functions directly on the basis of data from
proton–proton collisions. We note that this approach, being in fact a direct
adaptation of the present “standard” proposed in Ref. [24] to more pre-
cise experimental data, permitted an excellent description of diffractive and
non-diffractive proton and neutron spectra in pp reactions [9]. The technical
aspects of this approach are described at length in Ref. [20].

Nevertheless, it is necessary to explain our picture of the physical chain
fragmentation process which is independent of given technical implementa-
tion and, in particular, the assumptions which we believe need to be made in
order to obtain a reliable description of experimental data. Here, the main
assumption is that the color string which connects the ends of the chain
breaks predominantly by creation of a quark–antiquark pair as it is drawn
in Fig. 6. This assumption implies that creation of a diquark–antidiquark
pair (independently of the meaning of the “diquark” concept as discussed
in Section 5) is strongly suppressed. We believe that this is justified by
the observation that antibaryons are produced dominantly in the central
region of nucleon–nucleon collisions, see e.g. Ref. [7], whereas contributions
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Fig. 6. Schematic drawing of chain fragmentation by creation of quark–antiquark
pairs, shown for the case of the q–q̄, D–q, and D̄–D chains.
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to string fragmentation due to diquark–antidiquark pair creation would be
much broader in rapidity. An additional, even stronger justification are the
low values of antibaryon/pion ratios seen in the cited experimental data.

The second assumption is the inherent isospin symmetry of the chain
fragmentation process, which implies equal probabilities for production of
uū and dd̄ pairs. This assumption implies that the isospin effects in par-
ticle production are in fact induced by the initial conditions of the string
fragmentation process, that is the initial isospin (flavor) of the constituents
of the incoming protons (nucleons), see Fig. 6. For the time being, we con-
clude that the success of our approach in describing the very strong isospin
effects in forward proton and neutron emission in pp collisions [9] confirms
the correctness of this assumption.

It is useful to consider three basic cases of chain fragmentation6:

(1) In meson–meson collisions, the basic “building block” in the collision
will be the chain of q–q̄ type, characterized by a given effective mass.
This will fragment into hadrons in the same way as a W boson or vir-
tual photon of the same mass. Following our nomenclature mentioned
in Section 5, in the meson–meson collision two chains are formed, q–q̄
and q̄–q. With elapsing time both these chains will break by cre-
ation of quark–antiquark pairs, and fragment dominantly into mesons.
This specific mechanism of chain fragmentation implies that the elec-
tric charge of an initial constituent will be transferred into a particle
whose rapidity will not be much different from the rapidity of this con-
stituent. This means that during the chain fragmentation process, the
electric charge is deposited locally, within a limited distance in rapidity.
The electric charge of leading (most energetic) particles will depend on
the electric charge of the corresponding constituent. For the transport
of the initial baryon number along this chain of 3–3̄ type, the baryon
number 1/3 (−1/3) will be transferred from the triplet (antitriplet)
end, in the direction of the other end of the string.

(2) In proton–proton collisions, the basic chain is of D–q type, notwith-
standing the fact that q–q̄s chains can form in the emission of “diffrac-
tive” protons through color exchange, see Ref. [9]. For D–q chains, no
analogy can be drawn to W bosons or virtual photons as above and
the characteristics of the fragmentation must be extracted from exper-
imental data. Our studies [20] show that the quantitative reliability
of this extraction remains doubtful if the latter do not include simul-
taneously protons and neutrons which, to the best of our knowledge,
was the case only for our recent analysis described in the cited refer-
ence. The basic features of fragmentation of the D–q chain, confirmed

6 This part of the discussion is again largely a repetition of that made in Ref. [19].
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by the this analysis, can be described as follows. The general picture
of propagation of the initial baryon number along the chain can be
seen at first as the transport of the initial 1/3 from the quark end
of the string towards the initial 2/3 at the diquark end of the string,
see Fig. 6. More precisely, with the chain fragmenting predominantly
through production of qq̄ pairs as explained above, the largest proba-
bility density will correspond to fragmentation into a baryon in vicinity
of the original accumulation (2/3) resulting from the presence of two
quarks at the end of the string. The transport of net baryon num-
ber towards more central rapidities will occur with rapidly decreasing
probability. Importantly, all of the latter will also be valid for config-
urations in which there is no valence diquark left but only an effective
object made of two essentially random quarks from different nucleons
or from the sea, like the classes 3. and 4. in Section 4. Specifically,
in proton–nucleus collisions, the exchange of the color decuplet and
resulting disappearance of any possible “diquark” color configuration
will assign the incoming valence quarks to three strings of q–D type.
Following what was said above, each of these will transport the initial
baryon number 1/3 in the direction of the 2/3 from the target nucleon,
providing thus an extremely strong mechanism for baryon stopping.

One more important remark should still be added on the fragmen-
tation of the D–q chain. As it emerges from our conclusion of the
“unstable” or even purely effective character of the diquark strongly
supported by experimental data (Fig. 2), the “microscopic” picture of
transport of baryon number in the course of string fragmentation by
creation of qq̄ pairs can be seen as composed of two processes. First,
the (fast) final-state baryon can be created from the original valence
diquark in vicinity of its rapidity (Fig. 6). Secondly, however, it may
well be that the (effective or weakly bound) diquark will be disinte-
grated in the course of the fragmentation process, i.e. that one of its
valence quarks will be substituted by a newly created quark from the
sea. In this latter case, the transport of baryon number towards cen-
tral rapidities will consist in the propagation of the diquark through
consecutive substitutions, along the string7.

(3) In antiproton–proton collisions, the two basic chains which are formed
are of q̄–q type, fragmenting in the way described in (1) above, and the
new triplet–antitriplet (D̄–D) chain (Fig. 6). As it has already been
considered in Ref. [24], at large collision energies, the fragmentation
of the latter should be similar to that of the D–q chain from (2), and

7 This is reminiscent of the discussion of baryon transport in multiperipheral-type
models made by Jadach in Ref. [30].
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more exactly, it should appear as the transport of the initial baryon
number −2/3 and 2/3 from both ends towards the center of the string.
At lower collision energies, the string will become shorter in terms of
rapidity, and annihilation of baryon number will occur. The energy-
dependence of this annihilation contribution is quite evident as the
typical length of the chains in rapidity is directly connected to

√
s.

Color decuplet exchange, which following our findings would be already
active in pA collisions, is not permitted in pp but is allowed in p̄p
reactions. The resulting formation of three q̄–q chains, fragmenting
mostly into mesons as explained above, would of course create another
contribution to baryon number annihilation with a possibly different
energy-dependence than that of the D̄–D chain. The presence of that
contribution in p̄p reactions would need to be elucidated. On the other
hand, as we already said above, the apparent frequent disintegration
of the diquark in multiple proton–nucleon collisions which we need
to explain the experimental data [9] makes it difficult to believe that
this process will be absent in p̄A reactions, which may lead again to
assigning all the valence antiquarks in the p̄ to different strings of q̄–q
type. Similarly to (2) above, we consider this mechanism as a very
powerful tool for removing the projectile (negative) baryon number
from the projectile hemisphere, linked this time with baryon number
annihilation.

It is evident that the schemes described above can be realized in somewhat
different technical implementations, not uniquely limited to our — rather
successful — adaptation of the scheme [24] as described in Ref. [20]. Of
course, a better quantitative understanding of the process of string frag-
mentation will result in more restrictive descriptions and will increase the
predictive power of the resulting model. Work in this direction is in progress
and will be reported elsewhere.

7. Implications and future studies

Summarizing the present status of our phenomenological work on baryon
data [7, 8] brings the following picture:

— Modern experimental data with simultaneous proton and neutron mea-
surement in the entire projectile hemisphere play an absolutely essen-
tial role in constraining the postulated phenomenology, revising the
earlier wrong assumptions, and drawing firm conclusions on the pro-
cess of baryon transport in high-energy collisions.

— Both spectra of “diffractive” and “non-diffractive” baryons can be ex-
plained by the process of color octet exchange.
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— Baryon spectra in pA reactions can be explained only when a very
significant amount of events where the valence diquark is disintegrated
is assumed; this statement is valid already for the proton colliding with
n = 2 nucleons. Consequently, the diquark would be merely a 3∗ color
configuration of two quarks, easily disintegrated by the exchange of
two or more gluons.

— The inclusion of diagrams including the latter disintegration (classes 3.
and 4. from Section 4) allows for a reasonable description of the to-
tal net (non-strange) baryon spectrum in the projectile hemisphere
of multiple proton–nucleon collisions (pC reactions where the proton
collides with two or more nucleons, see Fig. 2).

— The subdivision of non-strange baryons into net proton (p–p̄) and net
neutron (n–n̄) spectra shows that pp collisions are characterized by
strong isospin effects especially at forward rapidity. Importantly, the
same statement is valid for multiple proton–nucleon collisions, where
isospin effects remain of comparable magnitude. This is evidently in-
formative on the fate of quarks (u and d) in the collision, and contra-
dicts the naive sequential model which we addressed in Section 1. Our
approach presented in Section 4 also predicts sizeable isospin effects
in multiple proton–nucleon collisions, but even these are somewhat
underestimated with respect to what is obtained from experimental
data [7, 8]; this points in our view is at the need of a further improve-
ment of our model [9, 20].

The present situation appears to us as already significantly more clear than
that emerging from earlier studies [11, 18, 21–25] as far as the role of quarks
and gluons, color exchange, the concept of the diquark, and chain fragmenta-
tion into baryons including isospin effects are concerned. Several issues, in-
cluding very reasonable but wrong assumptions left from these studies could
be clarified and corrected. The “instability” or even purely effective charac-
ter of the diquark, Section 5.2, creates an interesting controversy with the
Wounded Constituent Model, very successful in the description of charged
particle spectra in different types of collisions [13–15]. Further improvement
of the understanding of the role of constituent partons in different aspects
of non-perturbative high-energy reactions is to be expected once this con-
troversy is solved.

It is quite evident that the starting point for this progress is the modern
experimental data [7, 8], far more restrictive in constraining and falsifying
model assumptions thanks to excellent coverage, well controlled systematics,
and most of all the simultaneous measurement of protons and neutrons
which allows to get hold of the total baryon number and of isospin (quark
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flavor) effects8. At first sight, it may seem surprising that experimental
data of such completeness and quality remain in fact very scarce. With the
exception of preliminary pPb data from the NA49 Collaboration [32, 33],
we are actually not aware of experimental measurements for protons and
neutrons simultaneously, characterized by similarly large coverage in phase
space. This is notwithstanding the evident fact that very numerous datasets
on protons exist from the very numerous experiments performed up to now (a
partial but very useful bibliography including detailed comparative studies
of the NA49 with older datasets can be found in Refs. [7, 8], including
also some neutron measurements). A more in-depth consideration brings
easily the explanation for this situation. On the one hand, this lies in the
extremely large and very high quality expert effort necessary to obtain such
datasets, requiring in practice many years (more than a decade) of expert
work. In spite of the very high scientific value, such an effort is difficult
to reconcile with the practical limitations imposed to scientists in terms of
stable funding, career development, pressure for rapid publication, etc. On
the other hand, the second reason lies in the limitations imposed to the
strongest high-energy scientific community that is the LHC experiments, in
terms of unavoidable difficulties in continuous coverage of the entire phase
space up to beam rapidity for collision energies of several TeV in the c.m.s.

In this context, it is useful to examine the possibilities for improvement of
this situation, that is of obtaining new experimental data on baryon stopping
in hadron–hadron and hadron–nucleus reactions in the mid-term future, of
quality comparable to these cited in the present paper. We see two main
directions for such studies:

(i) hadron–hadron and hadron–nucleus collisions for different nuclei, in-
cluding in particular baryonic and mesonic beams, as well as heavier
nuclei like Pb — this direction can be considered as permitting a direct
extension of our studies made in Refs. [9, 19, 20], and

(ii) antiproton–proton and antiproton–nucleus measurements which, as
discussed at length in this paper, would permit the use of baryon
number annihilation for the realization of the new diagrams with dis-
integrated diquark, highly informative on the collision process9.

At the present moment two main options are apparent to us.

— NA61/SHINE. The NA61/SHINE experiment [34] is a logical option
for new measurements of the type of [7, 8] as it can be considered, on

8 Modulo a small contribution from strange baryons which has been estimated else-
where [31].

9 We note that this idea was proposed already in Ref. [21], see Ref. [23] for comparison.
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the technical level, largely as a continuation of NA49 [35]. The exper-
iment already obtained final data on proton distributions in pp, pC,
π+Be, π+C, and BeBe collisions [36–39]. The detector is evidently
characterized by a large coverage in rapidity in the projectile hemi-
sphere of the reaction. A first proposal for future measurements with
antiprotonic beams has already been made by us [40]. On the technical
level, it is at present under consideration by the NA61/SHINE Collabo-
ration and has been reported to the CERN SPS Committee in Ref. [41].
An important issue to be clarified is whether the NA61/SHINE Pro-
jectile Spectator Detector (PSD [34]) can be used for neutron measure-
ments in a way similar to the NA49 hadronic calorimeter [7, 8]. Up
to now, the PSD has been used for centrality estimation via spectator
energy deposit which, similarly to the NA49 device, in principle does
not preclude further applications for hadron-induced collisions. Fol-
lowing an optimistic scenario, it is therefore not excluded that future
datasets from NA61/SHINE could provide a significant contribution
to a further improvement of understanding of the baryon stopping
process.

— AFTER@LHC. As we already said above, the LHC energy range seems
sub-optimal to us in view of new measurements that could have
“generic” impact on the understanding of the baryon stopping pro-
cess, mostly due to unavoidable difficulties in ensuring a homogeneous
coverage of the available phase space at collision c.m. energies of the
order of many TeV. What is more, such high energies bring the ad-
ditional, important complication of very abundant baryon–antibaryon
pair production, which results in the determination of net baryon emis-
sion becoming insecure. Summing up, the LHC energy range imposes a
situation far more challenging that the SPS energy range. On the other
hand, measurements performed in the framework of the LHC commu-
nity benefit from non-negligible practical advantages in terms of size of
available manpower, detector technology, extended multi-step quality
assessment procedures, and most of all, relatively very high statis-
tics, especially for “bulk” features of the collision like the dn/dy spec-
tra discussed in the present paper. Consequently, any option of even
auxiliary baryon stopping measurements is to be examined carefully.
Of particular potential interest is the AFTER@LHC program [42],
where already at the present moment, interesting and encouraging
fixed-target results on antiproton distributions at

√
s = 110 GeV are

available from LHCb [43]. Of course, the fixed target configuration
reduces, by decreasing the collision c.m.s. energy, also the problem of
overwhelming pair production discussed above and, at the same time,
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increases the (relative) experimental coverage of the total available
phase-space. The comparison of coverage in rapidity for the differ-
ent experiments presented in Ref. [42] suggests the possibility of valu-
able, high statistics measurements also in the baryon stopping domain.
While in principle, these cannot be compared with the completeness
of proton/neutron measurements [7, 8] discussed in the present paper,
they may prove essential once it comes to verification of the approach
proposed in [9, 19, 20] in terms of collision energy dependence. An in-
teresting issue for further clarification is to what extent would this be
possible to perform measurements with, e.g., light isospin-symmetric
nuclei which bring no difference between proton and neutron emission.

8. Summary and conclusions

Modern, high coverage experimental data on proton and neutron emis-
sion in proton–proton and proton–nucleus reactions allow for a new “restart”
of baryon stopping studies in the sense of these undertaken many decades
ago, and lifting up some of the important limitations of the earlier analy-
ses. With our proposal of the GEM (Gluon Exchange Model) backed up
by such modern experimental data, it appeared possible to clarify or bet-
ter elucidate several issues left from earlier baryon stopping studies. In
particular, this included providing a unified, homogeneous description of
“diffractive” and “non-diffractive” baryon emission by considering a properly
complete ensemble of Fock states, a better understanding of strong isospin
effects in proton/neutron emission and, consequently, falsification of early
phenomenological assumptions on the latter, and fixing the old controversy
on the nuclear stopping power provided by the DPM approach with re-
spect to data-based analyses by Busza and Goldhaber. The latter issue is
connected to our finding of very frequent diquark disintegration already in
the collision of the proton with two nucleons in the nucleus which, in turn,
sheds a new light on the possibly purely effective character of the concept
of the “diquark”. This creates an interesting controversy with respect to the
Wounded Constituent Model which once clarified, may lead to a further im-
provement in understanding of the connection between baryon stopping and
the process of non-perturbative charged particle production. Furthermore,
these studies bring interesting implications for new baryon number annihi-
lation diagrams in antiproton-induced collisions. Consequently, an evident
need becomes apparent for new high quality experimental data on proton,
neutron and strange baryon emission in collisions of protons, antiprotons
and mesons with hadrons and atomic nuclei.
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